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Among Us Mod Menu Hack - How To Unlock Among Us Skins,
Pets, Hats, and Become Always Imposter
Among Us Mod Menu Cheats and Tricks

Florida, Atlantic Beach, Feb 18, 2021 (Issuewire.com)  -  What is Among Mod Menu APK? Why do
you need Among Us Mod APK? Why are you searching for Among Us Hack (Mod Menu) Always
Imposter? From where you can download the hack version of Among US? So all your queries related
to this game will be solved in this article. So let's start with the Introduction of Among Us.
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Among Us (Mod APK) is a game with unique gameplay. It has a space theme where the game takes
place between the Crewmates and the Imposters. A group of four to ten players can compete in each
round. A map is given to all the players in the game. The main objective of the Crewmates is to complete
all the tasks which have been displayed on the map and weed out all the Imposters. On the other hand,
Imposters have been tasked to finish all the Crewmates, damage in-game systems, and create
complete chaos. In other words, you can say that they are the real SOBs.

Whenever a player loses his/her life in the game, he/she instantly takes the form of a ghost. The biggest
advantage that the ghosts have is that they can’t be seen by the other players. Yes, they become
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invisible. They can be noticed only by other ghosts. But by using this special hack version of
Among Us Mod Menu APK you can be able to see the ghost also even if you are not a ghost.

Crewmates can either accomplish every task or finish all the Imposters to win their respective rounds.
Otherwise, quitting the game is always the option for ending that round.
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Crewmates can utilize numerous surveillance systems for identifying the Imposters. The players don’t
have the luxury of establishing their contact with the other players via voice chat. But they do have the
option of text chatting with each other.

Players can visit the lobby for adjusting the game’s settings. Different types of space costumes, skins,
pets, and many more are present in the lobby.

The voting option is also present in the game which allows the other players to vote out and exclude the
chosen player. Using the Hack version of Among us Mod APK, you can arrange unlimited
meetings.

A total of three maps or regions have been provided to the players for competing with each other

1. The Skeld

2. Mira HQ

3. Polus

Cool Graphics

Well, the graphics of Among Us are certainly not advanced or over-the-top. They are rather simple and
cute in comparison to other space adventure games. But they look so great here. Sometimes, the
simplest things are the best. And that’s exactly what has happened with Among Us. All the characters
are designed in a very unique and distinguishable way. That’s why it becomes easy to identify them.
Visit the game’s menu for adjusting the fps.

No Kill Cooldown is present

Yup, the Kill Cooldown feature has been removed from the Among us mod apk
(Happymod) which enables us to increase our number of kills.

Ghosts are visible

Remember what we told you about the Ghosts? Well, they are visible in the mod apk version of
Among Us. They can’t hide from us. Additionally, you also have the power of watching the chats.

Wall Hack Feature
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Among Us, mod apk (platinmods) contains the wallhack feature which allows the players to
witness the activities of other players through any object or wall. This feature gives us an edge over the
normal competitors.

Instant Kill Hack Feature

It certainly helps you if you are an Imposter. Just use this feature and finish all the other Crewmates.
They will not know what hit them. It doesn’t give them even a fraction of time to react properly.

Lighting Hack

It doesn’t matter if the lights are out, the mod apk version enables you to see properly without the
lights. Bottom line? No player can hide from us.

Unlimited Skins

Unlimited skins, hats, pets, and various other things have been bestowed to you in the mod
apk version.

Unlimited Money

You will get Unlimited Money by download the latest among us hack mod menu apk all unlocked
and enjoy everything unlocked in it.

Proximity Chat

Proximity chat mod allows user to chat with your fellow and you can have with your friends by chatting
the fellow who is close to you. This option makes this game more exciting and will allow the players to
have talks without having Emergency Meetings.

Among Us, Mod (Always Imposter) is a perfect game to spend quality time with your buddies
and relatives. Especially when you are bored! This game has gained a massive amount of popularity
on a global level and it has also become quite prominent in India as well. It has a basic storyline with
unique character designs and the format completely separates it from other space adventure games.
Play and enjoy it now!
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